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1) Outcome to be 

assessed  

 

 

2) Means of assessment 

and criteria of success 

 

3) Summary of data 

collected 

 

4) Analysis of data 

 

5) Plan of action/what to 

do next 

 

Students who 

successfully complete 

this course should be 

able to identify major 

Western art forms and 

artists from Renaissance 

in Europe and the 

Americas through the 

20th century.. 

 

6 multiple choice questions 

embedded in the final exam.  

We expect 70 percent of 

students to get 4 or more 

correct. 

 

 

39 forms scored, class 

average of correct answers 

was 87%, B+ for 12 questions 

total. 

 

Questions 1-6 covered ID of 

artists and art forms. See 

attached questions. 

Percentage of questions 

answered correctly:  

 

1. 62% correct 

2. 97% correct 

3. 97% correct 

4. 90% correct 

5. 100% correct  

6. 82% correct 

 

Students exceeded criteria of 

success. 

No changes needed. Rephrase 

question 1, content was 

covered accurately, 

assessment question was 

tricky. Personal note, 

compress 1-2 lectures to fit 

more 20
th
 century art for 

future semesters. 
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Students who 

successfully complete 

this course should be 

able to explain and 

analyze major Western 

art works from the 

Renaissance through the 

20th century in terms of 

their philosophical, 

spiritual, socio/political 

significance 

 

6 multiple choice questions 

embedded in the final exam.  

We expect 70 percent of 

students to get 4 or more 

correct. 

 

39 forms scored, class 

average of correct answers 

was 87%, B+ for 12 questions 

total. 

 

Questions 7-12 covered 

socio-political context. See 

attached questions. 

Percentage of questions 

answered correctly:  

 

7. 97% correct 

8. 67% correct 

9. 92% correct 

10. 90% correct 

11. 90% correct 

12. 85% correct 

 

Students exceeded criteria of 

success. 

No changes needed. 

 

Highest percentage question 

came from first 2 weeks of 

the semester, most likely 

passing of time was the 

contributor to higher number 

of incorrect responses. 

Personal note, compress 1-2 

lectures to fit more 20
th
 

century art for future 

semesters. 

 


